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L FOR LEISURE is an impressionistic, episodic comedy
about laziness, wandering and wasting time. Hanging out with
teenagers when you’re thirty, smoking nutmeg to get high and
eating pie until you fall asleep. Teaching a dog to boogie board.
Set to the rhythm of the school-year calendar, L FOR LEISURE
tracks the changes to the collected spirit of a group of graduate
students through 1992-93 as they go on various vacations.
Sprinkled among activities like coed wrestling, macking on
teenagers, and naps, are soliloquies on the heavy and heady
topics of the day.
In its focus on highly thoughtful but somehow clueless
characters, L FOR LEISURE is an homage to the 90s films
of directors like Hal Hartley, Whit Stillman and Eric Rohmer,
treating its characters and scenarios as deeply contextualized
moving parts and using them to explore ideas about adulthood,
lifestyle, alternate universes and sport. The original soundtrack
washes between luxurious dance and echoey ambience,
sometimes operating in the background and then taking the
whole movie along into extended reveries. Similarly, while each
character is individuated, they also reflect, repeat and meld into
each other, like they are all aspects of one spirit which L FOR
LEISURE is a portrait of.

The majority of leads in L FOR LEISURE are non-actors outside
of their work in Lev and Whitney’s films. Trevor Haav (Kelley)
is an architect, Benjamin Coopersmith (Joel L) a journeyman,
Kyle Williams (Tristan) an artist, etc. Benjamin Crotty (Joel R) is
a film director whose projects include FORT BUCHANAN and
VISIONARY IRAQ. Joining Crotty in the France scene of L4L is
Gabriel Abrantes (Chip), co-director of VISIONARY IRAQ, and
Mati Diop (Stacey), director of THOUSAND SUNS and star of
35 RHUM.

Marianna McClellan (Sierra) is primarily a theater actor, working
with the Clockwork Theatre in NYC and the Humana Festival
in Louisville, Kentucky. Libby Gery (Andie) occasionally sings
with VAMPIRE WEEKEND and the VW solo project ROSTAM.
And Melissa Barerra (Kennedy) is a popular recording artist and
the star of the upcoming Mexican telenovela LA MUJER SIN
NOMBRE.
Boojum (Boogie board dog) is Whitney’s dog and she is from
Mexico. Stan (Jeans fashion dog) is Lev’s and he is from
Brooklyn.

Going into L FOR LEISURE, Lev and Whitney faced a set of
limitations: many the actors they wanted to work with were
professionals in other fields, Lev himself held a full-time job,
Lev and Whitney lived on opposite coasts of the United States,
and of course money was short. They decided to make a movie
that would be structured by these constraints instead of fighting
them. L FOR LEISURE was designed to take a long time to make
(four years), with long gaps from one shoot to another, as most
scenes were actual filmed during holidays.
With its episodic structure, it became okay for haircuts to change
scene to scene (witness Kelley’s mustache), and fundraising
became manageable too, with every individual shoot only costing
a few thousand dollars. Often scripting and even casting one
episode at a time, Lev and Whitney were able to keep the movie
fresh for themselves and evolving over the production process.
At the same time they were careful to avoid an “anthology”
feeling to the film by making every episode be incomplete and
dependant on the film as a whole for resonance.
Crucial to Lev and Whitney’s aesthetic is the contrast between
their low-fi DIY style and the exotic and sometimes posh subjects
they portray. With L FOR LEISURE (as with BLONDES IN THE
JUNGLE) airfare was by far the largest item in the budget. Here
too Lev and Whitney leveraged luck, contingency and flexibility
to shape the movie. In both the Southern France scene and
Iceland, all the actors already happened to be at the exotic
locations, requiring only Lev and Whitney to fly over and film.
And because of the film’s style they were able to mount these
shoots with minimal or nonexistent crews. Lev and Whitney were
able to film nearly the all of L FOR LEISURE without permits,
though ironically the one time they had a permit they were raided

by the police. It was during the Drive Thru scene and the best
anyone can tell, the cops thought they were making a porno.
Shooting in 16mm is central to the look of L FOR LEISURE.
Working with a 16mm camera was also right for the film from a
production point of view. Like Lev and Whitney, their Scoopic-M
camera was able to adapt to situations, and work with lowfi improvised solutions that would not work on higher-end
productions. Shooting in France the camera battery died and
they were able to rewire the camera to a motor-scooter battery
at a nearby hardware store.
Filming the Iceland Christmas scene, Lev and Whitney had hoped
to be able to arrive and find the island full of the “Santas” they’d
imagined for the scene. They were disappointed - everyone
was young, thin and clean shaven. For the background Santas
Lev and Whitney had brought beards and wigs, but they really
needed one good Santa for the hot spring elves monologue. And
then their camera battery broke again - on a Sunday - in a very
small town. They were able to find the one welder in town. He
was not only able to solder the electrical connections, but also
looked exactly like Santa Claus. It was like a Christmas miracle.
In these ways L FOR LEISURE is a personal film - not in that
its story is particularly autobiographical - but in that it could not
possibly have been made except by Lev and Whitney, working
on their own and in their way, in the unique circumstances of
their filming these last four years.

Lev Kalman (b. 1982) and Whitney Horn (b. 1982) grew up in
the suburbs of New York. They met and began their filmmaking
collaboration as undergraduates at Columbia University in the
early 2000s. Columbia did not offer film production courses, so
Lev and Whitney taught themselves, shooting their first film,
BLOOD STEW, on a hand wound Soviet-era Krasnogorsk-3
16mm camera that Whitney’s uncle gave her.
From the beginning Lev and Whitney assembled their casts from
friends, and BLOOD STEW featured several actors who are now
leads in L FOR LEISURE: Trevor Haav (Kelley), André Frechette
III (Cal) and Marianna McClellan (Sierra, who was just 17 at the
time).
Between 2004 and 2009, Lev and Whitney produced a number of
short projects. With titles like JAZZ CHRISTMAS, DEAR SANTA
and FUN’S OVER, these deeply idiosyncratic 16mm comedies,
shot with friends and screened only at apartments, cemented
the basis of Lev and Whitney’s “indie as fuck” approach. In
2006, they made two music videos for Brooklyn’s seminal noisedance band Aa (BIG A little a), beginning their collaborative
relationship with L4L’s soundtrack composer John Atkinson. The
also produced the serialized web-series HALLOWEEN FACE: A
REAL HORROR SHOW.
Weird even for Lev and Whitney’s films, HALLOWEEN FACE
was crucial to the development of what would become L FOR
LEISURE. The show starred Libby Gery as a time travelling
teenager being vaguely chased by an alternate-reality hopping
serial killer. It was Lev and Whitney’s first time working with Libby
(Andie in L4L) and her fascinating bored/sad/cheery affect. It
was also their first time producing a long, multi-character story

and here they developed the method of creating a complicated
intertwining world that is only barely exposed through disjointed
episodes. The result is a series of jumps (in characters, locations,
time and tone) that are surprising and almost random, but
somehow still feel coherent.
In 2008–9 Lev and Whitney travelled to Honduras and produced
BLONDES IN THE JUNGLE, a satire following four white
teenagers in 1988 searching for the fountain of youth. The
film featured an original soundtrack with contributors including
Lev and Whitney’s former Columbia classmates VAMPIRE
WEEKEND and John Atkinson. BLONDES IN THE JUNGLE
won “Best Narrative Feature” at its world premiere at CHICAGO
UNDERGROUND FILM FESTIVAL 2010, internationally
premiered at INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL ROTTERDAM
2010 and earned a worldwide following through many small
festival and alternative venue screenings.
In 2009 Whitney left New York City for San Francisco. In 2012
Lev also left New York and moved to San Diego. There he
teaches film and video technique to undergraduates. Whitney
mostly wanders the beaches.
Lev and Whitney describe themselves as “Alternative filmmakers”
and include Warhol, Burnett, Fischli and Weiss among their
references, as they share with those filmmakers a DIY barebones approach and an ironic but engaged relationship with the
traditions and conventions of cinema.

John Atkinson is a member of the long-running
avant-rock group Aa (Big A little a), a mainstay of the
Brooklyn music scene for over a decade. Dubbed “the
official dance band for the post-apocalypse” by SPIN’s
Christopher Weingarten, Aa released their new album
“VoyAager” on Northern Spy Records in January 2014.
Under the moniker Lownox, John also composes
electronic music, which has recently been used to
soundtrack an upcoming 30-minute documentary for
the Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project
as well as the experimental animated short “Eschaton
Central” by Christoph Steger.
The soundtrack to L FOR LEISURE is his second
collaboration as composer with Special Affects Films,
following his work on the soundtrack to BLONDES
IN THE JUNGLE. Recorded over 3 years in Los
Angeles and southern France, the “L” soundtrack
presents luxurious electronic dance and pop sounds
alongside ambient instrumentals utilizing manipulated
field recordings, mirroring the movie’s tension between
leisure and introspection. John currently splits time
between Los Angeles and New York.

Laguna Beach University The OC 1993
SIERRA meets with her fellow associate professors, and
unprovoked, offers her theory on the apocalypse: that with the
inevitable global takeover of American lifestyles (as predicted in
Fukuyama’s End Of History), life might become so boring that
the world’s leaders subconsciously bring upon the apocalypse
just to have something sexy happen. Then she has office hours
and this real flakey student tries to weasel out of failing and
then invites SIERRA windsurfing. Later she’s having drinks
and grading papers when BLAKE rollerblades in. They get real
mellow on wines and he offers her a Snapple to perk back up.
Labor Day 1992 Sky Forest CA
BLAKE visits ANDIE at her mountain research home, along with
OTTO and TRISTAN. ANDIE describes her investigations into
the local Tree Spirits, “I’m working with shamans, and mediums,
and I’m doing my own psychic research.” Everyone approves.
They all go waterskiing. Later that evening when everything
mellows out BLAKE and TRISTAN have a sincere conversation
about the Los Angeles riots of the previous year, and the specter
of all out Race War it raised. All in all, the boys have a great
weekend and leave ANDIE to her weird researches.
Rosh Hashanah 1992 Gainesville FL
KELLEY and WANDA share a “J” under a tree, and Kelley
expounds on Alternative Universes. Namely on how in alternate
timelines, not only might human history be different but biological
history too. Like what if “dogs evolved to form technogical
societies instead of humans?” KELLEY is an ‘experimental
animal behavior scientist’ whatever that is. And then KELLEY
and WANDA Greco-Roman wrestle.

Thanksgiving 1992 Beaumont TX
Two teen boys skateboard into a suburban tennis court. After
losing all their balls in the woods, they skate back to their house
where their older brother CAL and his grad school friends SIERRA
and JOEL R are preparing pies. There’s definitely a culture gap
between the grad students and the teens. But after smoking
the nutmeg leftover from baking pies, things really loosen up.
Another teen LEO arrives with his girlfriend/assistant SOPHIE
and he has a ton of jeans with him so they all have a jeans
fashion show. Afterwards SIERRA makes out (but does not go
all the way) with Cal’s little brother. Then everybody passes out
from eating too much pie and the sun sets.
Xmas 1992 Sky Forest CA
We follow ANDIE for a day of Tree Spirit research, which is just
as much boredom and napping as psychic revelations. She’s not
doing so well as she reveals to OTTO - there’s too much to do
and she’s too lazy to do it. On top of that she has no support and
has run out of money. But the problem is that nobody but ANDIE
would ever do the Tree Spirit project, so she has to continue.
Xmas 1992 Selfoss Iceland
TRISTAN has a weird and lonely time in Iceland. He goes to
multiple waterfalls, sees horses, walks through the forest and
visits a spa. Everywhere he goes is empty except for Santa
Claus-looking men occasionally appearing at a slight distance.
On top of that he is reading Al Gore’s environmental dystopia
Earth in the Balance, so it feels like the end of the world.
President’s Day 1993 en route to Sugarbush
BLAKE, JOEL R, KELLEY and his colleague JOEL L are on

their way to a ski trip and stop at a fast food drive thru. A carload of
teen girls pulls up behind them and they start hanging out. At first
the conversations are a bit cold - the intellectual city boys and the
girls from the suburban field hockey team don’t really speak the
same language. But after KENNEDY starts dancing to the music
from her car, things heat up. The boys and girls enter into sexy
negotiations, and after several rounds, the boys are all topless
(and two have kissed each other) and one of the girls, KRYSTAL
is in her bra as well. They move inside the cars and have a series
of distracted conversations about boxer briefs, constellations,
mineral water and CoEd Naked T-Shirts - JOEL R briefly makes
out with one of the girls, MEENA. Now it’s like 5am and they
move the “party” to a field off the road. KENNEDY delivers a
monologue about getting a kiss so perfect she orgasmed from
it, leaving the grad guys feeling pretty inadequate.The distance
between the two groups intensifies in the stark morning light, as
a dude friend of the girls drives by and hangs out for a second.
Then the girls drive off to field hockey practice.
Future Warz
For a second we are in a dark space full of colored smoke and
vague figures in white uniforms. Ominous music blasts.
Spring Break 1993 Great Neck NY
BLAKE is laying on the floor of his family house in a sullen mood.
JOEL L invites him to ‘shoot some hoops’ and he is not interested.
JOEL L invites CAL to play, and he’s down. While playing JOEL
L tries to show off, and compares himself to Michael Jordan
(and Charles Mingus). His argument is that Jordan plays in an
essentially “Black” way that depends on improvisation, irregularity
and flight: bebop jazz basketball (this might sound weird to us,
but it was a popular idea at the time, espoused even by Jordan
himself). Nevertheless CAL beats JOEL L easily, and offers a
more conservative counter-theory while still drinking a beer.
They sing Mariah Carey’s “My Baby” to each other* then JOEL’s

brother arrives and he is a giant. JOEL sits on his shoulders and
dunks the ball. Then the ominous FUTURE WARZ music rises
again.
* Directors Note: We know “My Baby” was released in 1994. It’s
not important but L4L switched to an alternate universe at Xmas.
Future Warz
The figures in white are definitely the characters from the rest of
the film, and they seem to be furiously engaged in a laser fight.
Are they in a Laser Tag arena? The costumes and guns say
yes, but it seems like “real” laser beams are flying through the
air. What year is it? BLAKE shoots SIERRA and she convulses
violently.
Spring Break 1993 Aix En Provence France
JOEL R and his friend CHIP sit at a café clearly deep into red
wines and espressos. They have a broken-French conversation
with the waiter from which we learn they’re on their way to visit
JOEL R’s fiancé STACEY. They bring a bottle of wine into the car
and drunkly wind their way through the farm roads of the Côte
d’Azur. At some point they’re so mellow that they wander out of
the car and into some fields. They drink all their Evian and make
vague plans to find the source. Then they get into the car but
JOEL has a panic attack, so they abandon the car and walk the
rest of the way to STACEY’s house. When they arrive it’s sunset
and STACEY offers them wine, which they enjoy while watching
tennis on a portable TV. CHIP says STACEY’s wine is the best in
Europe and she kisses both the boys on their heads.
Future Warz
The laser violence intensifies as KELLEY has his hand blown off.
BLAKE gets shot, convulses, then disappears into smoke. We
are left in the empty arena with smoke slowly rising and lights
occasionally strobing.

Summer Break 1993 Baja Mexico
KELLEY comes to the shore from boogie boarding and finds a
dead seal. He’s been seeing them all week and it freaks him
out for some reason. He picks up a dog with whom he is doing
behavioral research. KELLEY talks to the dog like a person,
and goes on about the psychological need for vacations and
“psychedelic sports” like surfing and skateboard - something to jar
the mind and body out of their usual patterns. His mind wanders
to thoughts of the future and he realizes “Biology doesn’t limit
our possibilities. Biology is proof that what we call rules or laws
only describe what’s come before. The future is undetermined.”
Then he begins teaching the dog to boogie board.
Epilogue
Sprawled out on their chairs at the café from the beginning of the
movie, totally wasted, SIERRA and BLAKE giggle to themselves,
their own private jokes rolling through their heads.

Grad Students
Chip - Gabriel Abrantes
Joel L - Benjamin Coopersmith
Joel R - Benjamin Crotty
Stacey - Mati Diop
Wanda - Sarah Dziedzic
Blake - Bro Estes
Cal - Andre Frechette
Andie - Libby Gery
Kelley - Trevor Haav
Otto - Engelbert Holder
Kaly - Kalyane Levy
Sierra - Marianna McClellan
Tristan - Kyle Williams

Teens
Kennedy - Melissa Barrera
Ramona - Carolyn Cutillo
Girl on Crystal - Mira De Jong
Jake - Charlie Halsey
Student - Keenan Hartsten
Sophie - Taylor Huntley
Jock Boy 2 - Westen Koorbusch
Jock Boy 1 - Luke Lorentzen
Krystal - Taylor Maloney-Warren
Tim - LT Prins
Leo - Chris Trani
Meena - Monae Webb

Captain Terence Gorgeous - John Atkinson
Joel L’s Brother - Aaron Coopersmith
Santa 3 - Baldur Halldorsson
Santa 1 - Haraldur R Haraldsson
Santa 2 - Jon Snorrason
Waiter - Paolo Moretti
Jogger - Samuel Waters
Boojum
Kozmo
Stan
Production Assistance:
Alex Kershaw, Matt Loter, Greg Matta,
Jon Schwartz, Shaheen Seth
Costumes: Catherine Czacki czqqq
Sound Mix: Jeff Curtin
Original Soundtrack: John Atkinson
Legal Consultant: Blake B. Horn, Esq.
Associate Producers:
Rachil Chalik
Paolo Moretti
@olix0r
The Santa Group

“Sun-kissed, Whit Stillmanesque”
- A.O.Scott, New York Times

Village Voice Critic's Pick

“Movie of the century so far.”
- The L Magazine

The New Yorker May 2015

Vice May 2015

BRILLIANT...L FOR LEISURE offers a metaphysical dream of pure
vision, one that is attainable only through leisure and landscape...That
pursuit is itself the essence of cinema.
- Richard Brody

EXCELLENT... L FOR LEISURE is a slippery work that is sure to
entertain and elude viewers in equal measure.
- Matthew Caron

Modern Painters Magazine May 2015
L FOR LEISURE places an importance on entertainment in a world
of low-budget film- making that is dominated by clichéd narratives of
millennial heartbreak and self-realization.
- Craig Hubert
Cinemasparagus July 2014
“As I see this sensual, sensorial, and psychodramatic work – one of
the most exciting in the recent cinema – the nightmare is The Loss of
the Innocence of the ‘90s”
-Craig Keller
BOMB Magazine Artists in Conversation June 2014
“As with their earlier Blondes In The Jungle, Kalman and Horn turn
their subject matter inside out without dehumanizing the people
onscreen (or in the audience) and have fun doing it too. The result?
Some mysterious alchemy of deep irony and deeper beauty, like an
impromptu dance party in a fast food parking lot—a terrific vacation in
seventy-five short minutes.”
- Steve Macfarlane

Artforum June 2014
“DELIGHTFUL ... The period details—the Capri Sun pouches, the
absurd height of all waistbands for both male and female attire, the
flyers for the campus “AIDS dance”—are exact without ever becoming
fussy, all the more impressive when considering that this ludic time
capsule was made by directors who were only ten and eleven during
the years depicted. Like Boyhood and Do the Right Thing, L for Leisure
invites us to look back while pointing the way ahead.”
- Melissa Anderson
Cinema Scope Issue #58 Spring 2014
“This rhythm — this mellowness — proves peculiarly seductive...
Watching felt like being stoned — suddenly everything seemed funny.”
- Calum Marsh
The Essential July 2014
“Beneath its inherently trendy façade, L for Leisure unlocks truths
about the importance of friendship and the art of conversation few
films could so categorically and honestly convey.”
-Ash Beks

“WINNER: Jambor-Franklin Best Narrative Feature Award” - Sidewalk Film Festival 2014

“Lev Kalman + Whitney Horn: 25 New Faces of Independent Film” - Filmmaker Magazine Summer 2014

Select Press Links. Most Recent on top.
The Talkhouse: Scott Cummings (Buffalo Juggalos) Talks Whitney Horn and Lev Kalman’s L for Leisure
Vice: L for Leisure Is a Hilarious Send-Up About the Life of the Mind on Summer Break by Matthew Caron
Reverse Shot: L for Leisure by Nick Pinkerton
Interview Magazine: “Lev Kalman and Whitney Horn’s Permanent Vacation” by Colleen Kelsey
Impose: Longing for a 90s Holiday That Never Happened by Pier Harrison
The New Yorker: “Pitch Perfect 2” and Two Other Movies About Money by Richard Brody
Village Voice: Critic’s Pick - L for Leisure by Danny King
Blackbook: The Directors of ‘L for Leisure’ on Their 8 Biggest Inspirations
Cine-File: Chicago Underground FF Review: L for Leisure by Josephine Ferorelli
Artforum: L for Leisure by Melissa Anderson
The L Magazine: L for Leisure and Blondes in the Jungle by Mark Asch
Filmmaker Magazine: 25 New Faces of Independent Film 2014 - Lev Kalman and Whitney Horn
Cinemasparagus: L for Leisure by Craig Keller
BOMB Magazine: Lev Kalman by Steve Macfarlane
Cinema Scope “Festivals | Rotterdam: M for Mellow” by Calum Marsh

Modern Painters May 2015
film

stills from L for Leisure,
directed by
lev Kalman and
Whitney Horn.
16 mm film, 73 min.

Serious Talk
Grad students gone wild

l for leisure, the debut feature of
Whitney Horn and Lev Kalman, comedically
embraces the lives of graduate-student
wanderers buzzed on critical theory and
conspicuous consumption. By way of a series
of interlocking episodes, the film, shot in
16 mm, follows a loose group of characters
(played mostly by friends of Horn and
Kalman, including filmmakers Benjamin
Crotty and Mati Diop) through their various
holiday vacations during the 1992–93
school year. The plot, or what little of it
there is, wends through deadpan discussions
of everything from Francis Fukuyama’s
essay on the end of history to the word
mellow as an acceptable and even radical
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lifestyle choice. Think Warhol’s superstars
if they all had comparative-lit degrees.
“I think we’re trying to do a satire
where the filmmaker and the viewer are
implicated in the satire,” Kalman says.
“The film fluctuates between this being an
identifiable way to behave and exist in the
world and then suddenly having the viewer
feel totally distant from it. We don’t simply
keep the characters at a mocking distance.”
Horn and Kalman met in 2002 while
undergrads at Columbia University
and started making films after Horn’s
uncle gave her a 16 mm camera. “Neither
of us had made films before that,” Kalman
says, explaining their lo-fi aesthetic. “We

weren’t film majors. We learned everything
by working together.” The tone of their
films was developed over a number of years,
Kalman explains, during which time the
duo produced a web series called Halloween
Face and a short narrative feature, about
college-age kids ridiculously searching
for the Fountain of Youth, called Blondes
in the Jungle. The latter’s screening at
the International Film Festival Rotterdam
in 2010 gave them their first exposure,
and indirectly influenced L for Leisure.
“Sometimes we felt that people
misunderstood Blondes in the Jungle, as
if it were making fun of how stupid the
characters were,” Kalman says. “So we

a l l i m ag e s: s p e c i a l a f f e c t s f i l m s

craig hubert
thought, What if we do the same kind of
satire, but this time make the characters
unimpeachably smart. Here, there’s no
question that they’re supposed to be
functioning smart people in the world.”
The laughs in L for Leisure are more
reminiscent of sketch-comedy showcases
such as mtv’s The State and Kids in the
Hall, which skewered the absurdity of
contemporary tropes through a highly
specific play with language and not-sosecret love for what they were making fun
of. The jokes in L for Leisure don’t have
punch lines. Instead, the film finds its
comedy in the banality and sincerity of its
subjects, who are equally serious about

debating the merits of race as a social
construct as they are in declaring their
love for Snapple and staging an impromptu
fashion show with leftover denim samples.
While the film’s approach is out of
step with current fashions—L for Leisure
is devoid of contemporary independent
cinema’s acceptance of naturalism as a
virtue—Kalman rejects the idea that it
is nostalgic for the period they depict. “I
think it’s nostalgic, if anything, for the
cinema of the early ’90s, when there was
an enthusiasm for a more diy aesthetic,”
he says. The setting is a vehicle to explore
certain ideas floating through academia
and specific character types existing in

popular culture in the ’90s. “Those are
elements that are fun to work with, more
than it being about wanting to go back
to that time,” Kalman says.
Fun is the operative word here. L for
Leisure places an importance on entertainment in a world of low-budget filmmaking that is dominated by clichéd
narratives of millennial heartbreak and
self-realization. The bizarre stylistic
clash that Horn and Kalman create is
difficult to categorize, and their films are
better for it. When asked about future
projects, Kalman affirms they’re continuing
to explore a similar tone, but with one
caveat: “Things might get weirder.” mP
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